1. APPROVE ADDITIONAL $300 MONTHLY FOR ANIRE-1 ON ASSUMPTION
   THERE NO APPARENT CHANGE HIS STATUS WITH COVER COMPANY AND REMAINING.
   NOT BE SERIOUSLY COUNTER WISHES OF EMPLOYER WHO "INSTRUCTED" HIM LEAVE
   CUBA.

2. MATTER OF EXTENSIVE USE STATEMENTS AGENTS IN CURRENT OPS AS
   SUGGESTED YOUR REF ANIRE-1 "CARRYING HEAVY LOAD" OP SOME CONCERN HQS
   AND WILL BE SUBJ OF SEPARATE MESSAGE.

END OF MESSAGE

MR Comments: "ANIRE-1's cover company has instructed him leave Cuba."
   Says can remain on his own account without complete break
   with the company, but that he must have an additional
   $300 a month retroactive to 1 November. ANIRE-1 carrying
   heavy load, taking heavy risks. Recommend approval.
   Advise soonest.
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